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Even before the age of science, the issues of suffering and evil raised weighty questions about God's care for
the world, but our awareness of evolution has amplified them considerably.  Now, a major challenge for theists
is how to reconcile evolution with the idea of divine providence.  After Darwin, what does it mean to say that
God “provides” or cares for the world?

The Darwinian picture of evolution has three chief ingredients.  First, there are contingent events which shape
the pathway of evolution in unpredictable ways: the accidents involved in the  spontaneous origin of life,
random genetic variations (mutations) which generate diversity of life, and occurrences in natural history such
as climatic changes or meteorite impacts.  Second, there is natural selection which mercilessly weeds out all
non-adaptive forms of life.  And third, there is  deep cosmic time,  the billions of years that the universe has
made available to evolution for its plentiful experiments with life.  The major question for theology is how to
reconcile the brutal impersonality and blindness of these three ingredients with divine providence.  There is of
course more to evolution than struggle and suffering – there is also symbiosis and cooperation – but the ideas
of providence and evolution remain difficult to tie together.  For many, the wide trail of loss and pain that
evolution has left us has stretched the persistent problem of theodicy (that is, the problem of how a good God
can allow evil and suffering) far beyond breaking point.

One possible response for Christians in the face of these challenges has been simply blind, unconditional trust
that, although it is hidden from us, there is a meaning behind evolution known only to God.  Perhaps we use
terms such as “random” and “wasteful” in evolution only because of our ignorance of God's wider vision for
the universe, and anything which falls outside our own sense of appropriate order is really part of a wider and
eminently wise divine plan to which we are not privy.   Such a perspective, however,  can at  best tolerate
Darwinism – it can never celebrate it or attempt to integrate it deeply into a theological vision.

One interesting attempt to do just that is a variation on the ancient religious idea that the Earth was set up by
God as a school for life.  Perhaps the suffering in nature is justifiable in that it forces living creatures to strive
for more life.  After all, how could any organism really be alive without having to struggle?  If Earth were a
totally accommodating habitat, our lives would languish for lack of enticement.  Perhaps, then, Darwinism
was crafted deliberately by God to prepare human beings for the attainment of eternal life.  In his book The
Seven Mysteries of Life the Baha'i writer Guy Murchie asks us to imagine, if we were the Creator, what kind of
a world we would create.   Would it  really be one which is  pleasant  and safe,  or one full  of danger and
excitement?   Murchie  writes,  “Honestly now, if  you  were God,  could  you possibly dream up any more
educational,  contrasty,  thrilling, beautiful,  tantalizing world than Earth to develop spirit  in?  I'm sure you
would find it impossible to make a better world than God has already created.”  Therefore, this is the best of
all possible worlds and divine providence is present in the rigour as well as the creativity of evolution.  God is
indeed seen as a practitioner of tough love throughout the Bible, especially in Hebrews 12 (“God disciplines
us for our good, in order that we may share in his holiness.  No discipline seems pleasant at the time, but
painful. Later on, however, it produces a harvest of righteousness and peace for those who have been trained
by it.”).

However, this view may tend to interpret all of creation as serving only the goals of human salvation, with the
rest of this vast universe ultimately being inconsequential.   Even if human suffering could be justified as
education for the soul, does this justify the suffering experienced by other life forms?

The work of Teilhard de Chardin (1881-1955) offers a less soul-centred view of theodicy, instead focusing on
“cosmic directionality”.  For example, the way in which the universe develops over time from the simple into
the more complex, from mindless matter to conscious life-forms, may point to the religious notion of a God
who is always shepherding the universe along in the right direction.  Furthermore, the universe exhibits an
increasing level of “centration”.  Matter tends to congeal around centres which act as attractors towards more
complex,  emergent  levels  of  being.   The  most  basic  level  of  nucleation  is  matter  existing  as  atoms.
Increasingly higher levels of nucleation include biological cells, the central nervous system of vertebrates and
even human subjectivity.  Now that humans are the dominant life form on Earth, this habitual cosmic “search
for a centre” exists at a much higher level, in the religious search for a transcendent Centre.  Thus, religions fit
straight into the evolutionary narrative of emergence.  Indeed, they are an integral part of it.  Teilhard saw this
is a hint that, at a very deep level, providential influence has underpinned nature all along.
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Teilhard believed that suffering in the world is not designed to teach us – even though, from time to time, it
may prove to be instructive – but that it is the inevitable result of living in a universe which is incomplete.
This is because a creation which was perfect and complete from the outset would never have been distinct
from the Creator, if that Creator is perfection itself.  Such a creation could have no autonomy, no self-identity
and would be nothing more than an appendage to God Himself.  A god who truly cares for the universe must
allow it gradually and experimentally to become itself.  Then, the appropriate religious response to suffering is
not to try to find a legitimate reason for it, perhaps through a theodicy based on guilt and punishment, but to
hope for a future of new creation in which God will decisively conquer it.

But can we, as Christians, go further than Teilhard and demonstrate that evolution is what we should expect if
the world is grounded in and ultimately saved by the God revealed in Jesus Christ?  Such a theology must
begin with the story of Jesus, whom we believe to be the visible face of the invisible God, and show that a
Christian understanding of God in some systematic way embraces and brings intelligibility to the world as
science now understands it.   Such a  task may be difficult  as  Christians  understand divine providence as
actively, personally and passionately involved in life whereas Darwinism understands life in terms of purely
natural causes.  Furthermore, if God cares for the week and poor, why is the process of natural selection
permitted to eliminate so ruthlessly all incompetent, maladaptive forms of life?

I  believe  we may construct  a  plausible  Christian  theology of  evolution  as  follows.   Let  us  consider  the
Christian theme of the “descent of God”.  In Philippians 2 Jesus is pictured as being in the form of God but,
not clinging to that status, he empties himself and becomes a slave.  Theologians have often taken this to mean
that what is being emptied out is really the very being of God, but the notion of divine emptying (kenosis) does
not depend solely on this single text from Philippians.  It is Jesus' entire life and death on the cross that reveal
to Christians the astounding notion that God is essentially humble, self-emptying love that gives itself away
unreservedly to the entirety of creation.

As the theologian Donald Dawe writes: “God accepted the limitations of human life, its suffering and death,
but in doing this, he had not ceased being God.”  Here, I believe, the doctrines of creation and incarnation
allow us to speak of God's kenotic relationship to the entirety of nature.  An evolutionary theology must
picture God's descent as entering into the deepest layers of the evolutionary process, suffering along with the
entire cosmic story, not just with the recent human chapters.  There is a coherence – rooted in the very being of
God – that ties together the striving, achieving and failing of all shades and stages of life.  Thus, we cannot
separate our human hope for ultimate deliverance from the larger cosmic course of events.  It is not just the
cross but also the aeons of evolutionary suffering that are God's own suffering.  And this means that all of
nature in some way participates in the promise of resurrection as well.

But does this help us understand why struggle and death are part of evolution?  Again, the theology of kenosis
may help here.  The descent of God is the grounds for creation itself, because in creating the universe God had
to be humble and self-effacing enough to allow for the existence of something other than Himself and to enter
into a relationship with it.  It is out of divine humility that God performs creation – the “letting be” of the
world.  The world retains its distinction from God by becoming more, not less, differentiated from Him and
when life emerges it does not lose any of its autonomy from God.  This is why the universe needs the three
ingredients we met at the start: contingency, law (of natural selection) and time.

Contingency may seem to fly in the face of the idea of God having a design but it is absolutely essential for
creation's autonomy and aliveness. The alternative would be a world so stiffened by strict laws that everything
in it would be determined and dead – ordered perhaps, but dead.  At the same time, the invariance of the laws
of nature, including natural selection, may be essential for the world to have any degree of autonomy or self-
reliance.  The alternative is for every event to be directly caused by divine action – in other words, not really a
world at all, but a puppet.

Finally, the world must be granted sufficient time for life to evolve within the wide variety of possibilities
made available to it by the infinite resourcefulness of God.  If we understand divine care as inseparable from
the descent of God, we may appreciate why creation does not take place instantaneously but instead unfolds
over billions of years.  The God revealed in Jesus and the cross gives the world enough scope to become
increasingly distinct from Him and therefore more able to relate to Him.  Thus evolution, even those aspects of
it which appear to contradict the idea of design, is consistent with a world whose freedom eventually allows it
to form an intimate relationship with the self-humbling God that the Christian faith sees in the incarnation of
Christ.


